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Abstract

CSS and other research fields are affected by LLMs entering
common usage and with AGI possibly coming upon us soon
enough. Accordingly, we sketch a few new types of research
questions in CSS. Our sketch is informed by a review of past
CSS research challenges to see what role, if any, the shift
from genuine human behavior to AI/LLM-based or -enriched
behavior has played in CSS research so far. (We are much
less concerned here with understanding how CSS research is
possibly disrupted, for good and bad, by AI, in how it enables
new forms of automation.)
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Disruption of CSS research by ChatGPT et al.
Right after November 30, 2022 (ChatGPT launch), grown-
up researchers found themselves dumbfounded, e.g., David
Maslach (Assoc. Prof. of Strategy, Innovation, and En-
trepreneurship, College of Business, Florida State Univer-
sity), certainly no stranger to innovation, put it — perhaps
somewhat dramatically — like this: “My Academic Research
Career Is Dead. ChatGPT Did It.” (Maslach 2022).

Closer to the heart of CSS, Maslach specifically singles
out quantitative research, as Eager, a colleague, summarizes
Maslach’s video message: “quantitative researchers will be
the first hit. AI will become more and more sophisticated
and able to replicate core skills involved in the processes of
collecting and analyzing quantitative data and writing up
findings in the form of journal articles” (Eager 2023).

Different ‘coping strategies’ have emerged among re-
searchers since ChatGTP launch. As far as CSS is con-
cerned, reducing it to quantitative research would not be ap-
propriate — given its powerful interaction with social sci-
ence and its theory. As a kind of technical response to LLMs,
AI guru LeCun (LeCun 2023) suggests sensory ground-
ing for LLMs’ meaning and understanding because “auto-
regressive LLMs are doomed. They cannot be made factual,
non-toxic, etc. They are not controllable.” and he adds that
this is not fixable (because of the exponential increase of the
probability of ‘incorrect’ answers with token length). See
also elsewhere (Mazzocchi 2015) for a less technical and
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more philosophical rejection of the idea of AI killing sci-
ence, as we know it. Furthermore, ‘advice’ has come along
on how research, generally, needs to respond to LLM et
al. (van Dis et al. 2023) — much of it is also applicable to
CSS.

Importantly, a good part of the potential disruption of CSS
research by LLMs is likely a welcome transformation to-
wards more automation. For instance, CSS researchers may
benefit from LLM usage in labeling tasks (Gilardi, Alizadeh,
and Kubli 2023; Ziems et al. 2023), where they would previ-
ously rely on human annotators, who are potentially costly
and are hard to get by. The aforementioned ‘advice’ (van Dis
et al. 2023) also calls out ‘Embrace the benefits of AI’.

In the rest of the paper, we move our focus from the dis-
ruption of CSS research to CSS research challenges and
questions, as they might relate to the expected shift from
genuine human behavior to AI/LLM-based or -enriched be-
havior.

Past CSS research challenges
CSS is a relatively young research field that was originally
defined or identified as an emerging field that “leverages the
capacity to collect and analyze data at a scale that may re-
veal patterns of individual and group behaviors” (Lazer et
al. 2009).

CSS challenges were called out by some scholars over
the years. Watts’ challenges (Watts 2016) were about the so-
cial super-collider for combining data sources, the need to
expand virtual labs, and paying more attention to social sci-
ence. Lazer et al.’s challenges (Lazer et al. 2020) were about
data sharing, research ethics, and improved incentives.

The potential effect of AI (LLMs) on CSS research —
other than perhaps just allowing us to use AI (NLP, ML, data
science, etc.) in CSS methodologies — was not an issue in
those aforementioned ‘challenges papers’.

In a recent paper (Lindgren and Holmström 2020), a so-
cial science perspective on AI is presented; the focus is here
on social science really, without much, if any, engagement
with the adjective ‘computational’ in CSS. Still, the build-
ing blocks for the social science perspective on AI proxy for
CSS research challenges; the authors suggest: “i) the inter-
action between humans and machines must be studied in its
broader societal context; ii) technological and human ac-
tors must be seen as social actors on equal terms; iii) we



must consider the broader discursive settings in which AI
is socially constructed as a phenomenon [...]; iv) [...] AI,
algorithms and datafication affect social science research
objects and methods”.

In another recent paper (Wagner et al. 2021), the effects of
‘algorithms’ (e.g., recommendation systems) and the associ-
ated platforms for social, political, economic, and scientific
processes are discussed with regard to the challenges that
social science and CSS face; the challenges focus on ‘mea-
surements’ in the sense of using observable data for reason-
ing about higher-level social constructs.

New types of CSS research questions
Let us now sketch a few new types of CSS-specific research
questions — in response to the arrival of LLMs, as LLM
usage is starting to permeate human behavior and with AGI
possibly coming upon us soon enough.

We designed types I–III in a way that type I is the most ob-
vious and welcoming type (‘How to find evidence of humans
to excel with the help of AI?’), while type II admits that
‘confusion’ may be part of the emerging disruption, and type
III covers the fearful singularity prospects and how CSS, if
at all, can help.

None of our types I–III of CSS research questions aims
at specificity comparable to actual research questions, as
we would expect them to underlie specific studies. Instead,
these ‘types’ are blueprints (‘themes’) for authoring proper
research questions.

I: Study the agency of humans and AIs
There is a new type of research questions targeting the un-
derstanding of how humans and AIs complement each other
in utterances or other data accessible to CSS research.

If you ask ChatGPT or your colleague, you typically wit-
ness encouragement regarding the beneficial agency of hu-
mans and AIs. It requires genuine CSS research to reason
about and measure that cooperation properly. For whom is it
beneficiary under which conditions? How to tell apart those
(not) using LLMs? What are the tangible benefits?

If CSS, until now, favored studying mostly genuine hu-
man behavior, CSS may now need to embrace ‘modern so-
cial machines’ = modern humans as engaging in collabora-
tion with machines (AIs); see also the notion of ‘social ma-
chine’, i.e., “processes in which the people do the creative
work and the machine does the administration” (Berners-
Lee and Fischetti 1999; dos Santos Brito et al. 2020), which
likely needs an update. (We also mention the actor-network
theory (Lindgren and Holmström 2020) as being relevant
here in passing.) In the broader context, CSS research
needs to further its interconnection with the HCI/CSCW
(human-computer interaction and computer-supported co-
operative work) research communities (Fede et al. 2022;
Zamfirescu-Pereira et al. 2023).

II: Study how humans are challenged by AIs
If the previous type focused on agency, then let the present
type focus on challenges (uncertainty, confusion, other

forms of problematic disruption). The disruption of our so-
ciety due to the strength of available AI is significant and
not all of it is smoothly transformational: job profiles will
be eradicated; individuals will experience distress in terms
of self-confidence, career and family planning. It requires
genuine CSS research to properly reason about and measure
the effects on humans being challenged by AIs. Such re-
search is crucial to allow society to respond in a data-driven
manner to the mounting challenges. Thereby, CSS would
have an immediate impact on the developing AI-related
ethics and policy (Zhang et al. 2021; Ryan et al. 2021;
van Dis et al. 2023).

While many specific research questions may fit this pat-
tern, the corresponding methodologies are likely to be chal-
lenged by some common circumstances. In particular, we
need to be able to tell apart genuine human behavior and AI
(-enriched) behavior and to measure the impact of the AI on
the human behavior.

Prior research on bots and trolls can serve as a pattern
to be re-instantiated more powerfully for AI ‘intrusion’ or
‘confusion’ (e.g., social bot detection (Färber, Qurdina, and
Ahmedi 2019; Yang et al. 2020; Cresci 2020), troll detec-
tion (Falher et al. 2017; Im et al. 2020), removal of organi-
zational users, when aiming at individual behavior (Sen et
al. 2021), and impact on social bots (Ross et al. 2019), such
as the bots succeeding in manipulating humans).

Much of the new ‘AI detection capability’ is likely to be
developed outside the CSS community, but the CSS commu-
nity is in a leading position to put it to good use so that the
effects of AIs on human behavior can be thoroughly studied.

III: Study the imminent singularity
Let us now address the AI singularity (or any sort of pre-
cursor thereof), which can be seen as a potentially ‘exis-
tential’ threat to mankind. Aiming at a type of research
question here should come with an expectation of trying
to envisage how CSS research could possibly be of help
with regard to the threat. Our basic assumption is here
that we will continue to see a lot of efforts on AI-related
ethics and policy (Zhang et al. 2021; Ryan et al. 2021;
van Dis et al. 2023), but it is the genuine responsibility of
CSS research to help inform society about the threat, as is
continues to build up.

We make our point by referring to the slightly obscure
term ‘dark infinities’ (Cai 2021) — a cousin of the emerging
singularity. Dark infinities are defined as “routines of think-
ing or actions of infinite possibilities which appear com-
mon but cannot be completed with limited resources” (Cai
2021) and thus are potentially very destructive. The inter-
esting twist is that humans (especially with LLMs at their
hands) could be as prone to dark infinities as machines. An
early and human- and research-centric form of a dark infin-
ity would be this situation:

Researchers end up ‘generating’ (with the so-called
help of an LLM) an unmanageable amount of submis-
sions, thereby failing the system of peer review and
clogging the necessary process of research informing
society.



In fact, think of CSS researchers, in how they focus on quan-
titative research (Eager 2023; Maslach 2022); they are par-
ticularly prone to dark infinities.

While CSS research is not the right field to prevent us —
technically — from AI catastrophes to happen, CSS research
is best equipped to detect such catastrophes in the making —
very well assuming that the AI catastrophe arrives slowly
enough to see it coming and to respond in a timely manner.
To conclude, we need CSS research that warns us about dark
infinities we may be going down into.
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